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Abstract—This paper investigates a two-tier heterogeneous
networks (HetNets) with wireless backhaul, where millimeter
wave (mmWave) frequency is adopted at the macro base station
(MBS), and the cellular frequency is considered at small cell
BS (SBS) with orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA). Subarray structure based hybrid analog/digital pre-
coding scheme is investigated to reduce the hardware cost
and energy consumption. Our goal is to maximize the energy
efficiency (EE) of the HetNets with limited wireless backhaul
capacity and all users’ quality of service (QoS) constraints.
The formulated problem is non-convex mixed integer nonlinear
fraction programming (MINLFP), which is non-trivial to solve
directly. In order to circumvent this issue, we propose a two-loop
iterative resource allocation algorithm. Specifically, we transform
the outer-loop problem into a difference of convex programming
(DCP) by employing integer relaxation and Dinkelback method.
In addition, the first-order approximation is considered to lin-
earize this inner-loop DCP problem into a convex optimization
framework. Lagrange dual method is adapted to achieve the
optimal closed-form power allocation. Furthermore, we analyze
the convergence of the proposed iterative algorithm. Numerical
results are presented to demonstrate our proposed schemes.

I. Introduction
With the explosive growth of the high-data-rate multime-

dia wireless services in fifth generation (5G) networks, the
massive multiple-input-multi-output (mMIMO) heterogeneous
network (HetNets) has been considered as a promising system
architecture, especially in the case that ultra-dense small cells
(SCs) overlay the macro cell (MC) [1]. The MC base station
(MBS) is equipped with a large number of antennas to sup-
port high-mobility macro users (MUs) and manage resource
allocation, whereas the SC BSs (SBSs) with a few number
of antennas to serve the SC users (SUs) with low-mobility.
Millimeter-Wave (mmWave) i.e., from 30 GHz to 300 GHz,
has been regarded as a promising technique to exploit extra
available spectrum to enhance the whole network throughput
due to its bandwidth resources [2], [3].

Although the mmWave transmissions suffer from the severe
propagation loss, the short wavelength allows more antenna
elements to be packed into the same physical space. It com-
pensates the poor propagation channel via narrow and high-
gain beams provided by the large antennas arrays. Therefore,
mmWave frequency has been widely applied at the large-
scale antennas MBS, e.g., [2], [4]. However, it is not a
trivial task to realize the large-scale antennas configuration at
mmWave MBS. One of the challenging issues comes from that
each antenna usually requires one dedicated radio-frequency
(RF) chain (i.e., high-resolution digital-to-analog converter

(DAC), up-converter, etc). With the increase of the antennas
at the MBS, it is more challenge to configure more and
more RF chains in the limited physical space. Besides, it
brings higher hardware cost and energy consumption [5]. To
circumvent this issue, various low-complexity RF techniques
in mmWave mMIMO system have been proposed (i.e., hybrid
analog/digital precoding [6]). Hybrid analog/digital precoding
structure consists of a low-dimension baseband digital pre-
coder (requiring a small number of RF chains) and a high-
dimension analog beamformer (including a large number of
analog phase shifters) [6], [7]- [8]. Based on connectivity, it
can be categorized into two classes, i.e., fully connected and
subarray. The fully connected structure has been investigated
in [6] and [7], where single user and multi-user scenario cases
are exploited. For subarray structure, [9] proposed a succes-
sive interference cancellation (SIC)-based hybrid precoding
and obtain the near-optimal performance. However, existing
literature mainly focuses on system throughput maximization,
and there is few work focusing on the energy efficiency (EE)
in mmWave mMIMO HetNet. Although [8], [10] investigated
the EE maximization problem, the EE in mmWave mMIMO
HetNets has not yet been studied. The equal power allocation
is assumed and the quality of service (QoS) requirements of
users are also not imposed in [8].

Recently, backhaul solution has been considered as one of
the main challenges in two-tier mmWave mMIMO HetNets.
Although wired backhaul link can provide high data rates, it
is impractical to have wired connections between all SBSs
and MBS due to the high implementation cost [11]. There-
fore, wireless backhaul link has been regarded as a suitable
and cost-effective approach [12]–[15]. In [12], the downlink
(DL) cell association and bandwidth allocation are jointly
investigated to maximize the sum logarithmic user rate with
limited wireless backhaul. In [13], energy harvesting SBS-
based user association and power allocation with the self-
backhaul is investigated to maximize the network EE. In [14],
the mmWave frequency is used for wireless backhaul of SCs,
forming a multi-hop backhaul network, where user association
is investigated to jointly maximize the network throughput
and EE. In [15], the energy consumption minimization was
investigated with mmWave wireless backhaul.

Unlike other work in the literature, this paper investigates
the EE maximization problem in a two-tier mmWave mMIMO
HetNet with multiple frequency bands. Particularly, the MBS,
with large-scale antenna arrays working in mmWave fre-
quency, transmits downlink (DL) signal to MUs and backhaul
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Fig. 1: The system model for the two-tier mmWave HetNets
with wireless backhaul.

signal to SBSs simultaneously. The SC cluster (SCC)-based
single-antenna SBSs operate in traditional cellular frequency
with orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)
technology and provide the service for SUs. To the best of our
knowledge, the EE resource allocation under the above system
configuration has not been investigated in the existing works.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

We consider subarray structure based hybrid precoding
in the two-tier mmWave HetNets. First, the beamsteering-
codebook searching algorithm is proposed for analog beam-
forming. Then, the zero-forcing (ZF) digital precoding is
adopted to cancel interference between MUs and SBSs. We
jointly design power and subchannel allocation (i.e., power
allocation for MUs and SBSs at MBS, SUs at SBSs, and
subchannel allocation for SUs in each SCC), to maximize
the EE of the two-tier mmWave HetNets. Meanwhile, the
power constraints for MBS and each SBS are considered,
and the QoS requirements of each MU and SU are given.
The formulated problem is a non-convex mixed-integer non-
linear fractional programming (MINLFP) problem, which is
challenging to solve directly. To circumvent this issue, we
propose a two-loop iterative resource allocation algorithm.
Particularly, the integer relaxation and Dinkelbach method are
introduced to transform the original problem into a difference
of convex programming (DCP), which is still intractable. To
proceed, we propose a constrained concave convex procedure
(CCCP)-based inner iterative algorithm to transform it into
a convex optimization problem. On this basis, Dinkelbach
method based outer iterative algorithm is applied to obtain the
solution. Furthermore, the convergence of the proposed itera-
tive algorithms is proved. Finally, numerical results highlight
the advantage of the subarray structure based hybrid precoding
in terms of EE performance with low energy consumption.

II. System Description

In this section, we investigate a two-tier HetNet consisting
of one MBS and L SCCs, where each SCC includes multiple
SCs, as shown in Fig. 1.1 The MBS is equipped with NTX
antennas to serve K MUs, and all SBSs receive the SUs’
data (i.e., backhaul data) from MBS. Similar to [2], [9],

1Each SCC can be regarded as a hot spot. Besides, a SCC can be formed by
various neighbouring SCs to cancel the inter-cell interference. In this paper,
we assume that multiple SCCs have been determined, where the detailed SC
clustering scheme is discussed in [16].

mmWave frequency (i.e., 73 GHz) is used at MBS with
W Hz bandwidth. It is assumed that the l-th SCC consists
of Ml single-antenna SBSs and Kl single-antenna SUs. To
circumvent the inter-tier interference, all SBSs encode their
received data using OFDMA technology at cellular frequency
(i.e., 2GHz) with total B Hz bandwidth, which is equally
divided into N orthogonal subchannels. Thus, there is no
intra-cluster interference because SUs are served by different
subchannels. The inter-cluster interference is small enough
which can be omitted due to the large distance among different
SCCs and N subchannels are reused at all SCCs. Moreover, we
employ full-duplex (FD) mode in backhaul links, where FD
mode is equipped at SBSs. Specifically, SBSs can receive data
from MBS in mmWave frequency and transmit data to SUs
with cellular frequency simultaneously [2]. Let L = {1, . . . , L}
and K = {1, . . . ,K} denote the sets of SCCs and MUs,
respectively, andMl = {1, . . . ,Ml} and Kl = {1, . . . ,Kl} denote
the sets of SBSs and SUs in the l-th SCC, respectively.

A. Hybrid Analog/Digital Precoding Model

Fig. 2: Subarray structure diagram

In this paper, we assume that the MBS is equipped with
NRF (NRF ≤ NTX) RF chains to reduce hardware cost and
energy consumption, as shown in Fig. 2. Since the MBS
simultaneously transmits MUs’ data and SUs’ data to MUs
and SBSs, respectively, the number of RF chains should be
greater than or equal to the total number of MUs and SUs,
i.e., NRF ≥

∑L
l=1 Ml + K. Herein, we consider the subarray

structure, where each RF chain is only connected to a disjoint
subset of antennas through phase shifters. In this paper, we
assume that the number of antennas in all antenna subarrays
is the same, denoted as NSUB = NTX/NRF.2 Accordingly, the
received signal at the k-th MU can be expressed as:

y0,k =

K∑
i=1

√
P0,ih0,kFv0,i x0,i+

L∑
l=1

Ml∑
j=1

√
Pl, jh0,kFvl, j xl, j+n0,k

=
√

P0,kh0,kFv0,k x0,k︸                ︷︷                ︸
Desired signal

+

K∑
i,k

√
P0,ih0,kFv0,i x0,i︸                    ︷︷                    ︸

Multi−MU interference

+

L∑
l=1

Ml∑
j=1

√
Pl, jh0,kFvl, j xl, j︸                         ︷︷                         ︸

SBSs′ signals interference

+ n0,k︸︷︷︸
Noise

,

where P0,k and Pl, j denote the transmit power for the k-th MU
and the j-th SBS in the l-th SCC, respectively; h0,k ∈ C

1×NTX

denotes the channel vector from MBS to the k-th MU; x0,k
and xl, j are the transmitted symbols of the k-th MU and the
i-th SBS in the l-th SCC, respectively (i.e., E{|x0,k |} = 1 and
E{|xl, j|} = 1); v0,k and vl, j denote the digital precoders for the
k-th MU and the j-th SBS in the l-th SCC, respectively; n0,k
is an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) additive

2Note that NSUB should be an integer. When NSUB is not an integer, i.e.
the number of antennas in different subarrays may be different, this situation
also applies to our work.
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white Gaussian noise (AWGN) CN(0,N0); F ∈ CNTX×NRF is
analog precoding performed by the equal power splitters and
phase shifters. For the subarray structure, F has the form of
a block diagonal matrix as F = Diag[f1, f2, ..., fNRF ], where
fk ∈ C

NSUB×1 denotes the beamforming vector associated with
the k-th RF chain with |(fk)i|=1/

√
NSUB (i=1,. . .,NSUB).

The received signal of the j-th SBS in the l-th SCC can be
expressed as:

yl, j =

L∑
i=1

Mi∑
k=1

√
Pi,khl, jFvi,k xi,k +

K∑
k=1

√
P0,khl, jFv0,k x0,k +nl, j

=
√

Pl, jhl, jFvl, j xl, j︸              ︷︷              ︸
Desired signal

+

K∑
k=1

√
P0,khl, jFv0,k x0,k︸                     ︷︷                     ︸

MUs′ signals interference

+

Ml∑
k,j

√
Pl,khl, jFvl,k xl,k +

L∑
i,l

Mi∑
k=1

√
Pi,khl, jFvi,k xi,k︸                                                       ︷︷                                                       ︸

Multi−SBS interference

+ nl, j︸︷︷︸
Noise

,

(1)

where hl, j ∈ C
1×NTX denotes the channel vector from MBS

to the j-th SBS in the l-th SCC, and nl, j is an i.i.d. AWGN
CN(0,N0).

B. OFDMA of FD SBS in SCC
Let N = {1, . . . ,N} denote the set of orthogonal subchannels.

We employ cl, j
k,n to indicate whether the k-th user is assigned

with the n-th subchannel at the j-th SBS in the l-th SCC, i.e.,

cl, j
k,n =

{
1, yes,
0, otherwise,

(2)

where k ∈ Kl, l ∈ L, j ∈ Ml and n ∈ N . In each SCC,
we assume that different SBSs can transmit data to one SU
with different subchannels, and each subchannel n ∈ N is
assigned to at most one SU to avoid interference. Thus,
we have

∑Kl
k=1

∑Ml
j=1 cl, j

k,n ≤ 1, n ∈ N , l ∈ L. To proceed,
the received signal from the j-th SBS to the k-th SU at
the n-th subchannel in the l-th SCC can be expressed as

y
l, j
k,n = cl, j

k,n

√
Pl, j

k,nhl, j
k,nxl, j

k,n + nl, j
k,n, where Pl, j

k,n, hl, j
k,n and xl, j

k,n denote
the transmit power, channel coefficients and transmit signal of
the k-th SU in the l-th SCC at the n-th subchannel through the
j-th SBS, respectively. nl, j

k,n is an i.i.d. AWGN CN(0,N0).

C. MmWave Channel Model
Due to the limited scattering in mmWave channel, we adopt

a geometric channel model with G scatters, where each scatter
is assumed to contribute a single propagation path between
the MBS and MU (SBS). Thus, the channel vector hl,k can be
expressed as:

hl,k =

√
NTX

G

G∑
g=1

β
g
l,kaH(θgl,k), (3)

where βgl,k denotes the complex gain of the g-th path between
the MBS and the k-th MU. The path amplitudes are assumed
to be Rayleigh distributed, i.e., βgl,k ∼ CN(0, σgl,k), where σgl,k
represents the average power of the g-th cluster for the k-
th MU. θgl,k ∈ [0, 2π] is the g-th path’s azimuth angles of
departure (AoDs) of the MBS for the k-th MU, and a(θgl,k)
is the antenna array steering vector with respect to θ

g
l,k. Here,

we only consider the azimuth, but the extension to elevation
and azimuth direction (i.e., 3-D beamforming) is possible.
When l ∈ L, k ∈ Kl, hl,k denotes the DL channel from
MBS to the k-th SBS in the l-th SCC. For uniform linear

array (ULA) configuration in the subarray structure, RF chains
are connected to different subsets of antennas, such that the
antenna array steering vector a(θgl,k) consists multiple subarray
steering vectors, which is given by

a(θgl,k) = [(a1(θg,1l,k ))T , . . . , (aNRF (θg,NRF
l,k ))T ]T , (4)

where as(θ
g,s
l,k ) = 1

√
NSUB

[1, e j 2π
λ d sin(θg,sl,k ), . . . , e j 2π

λ (NSUB−1)d sin(θg,sl,k )]T

(s = {1, . . . ,NRF}). Correspondingly, the channel hl,k can be
expressed as:

hl,k =
[
(h1

l,k)T , (h2
l,k)T , . . . , (hNRF

l,k )T
]T
, (5)

where hs
l,k =

√
NSUB

G
∑G
g=1 β

g,s
l,k aH

s (θg,sl,k ) (s= {1, . . . ,NRF}).

D. Power Consumption Model
The power consumption of the MBS consists of transmit

power and circuit power consumption. The circuit power
consumption mainly includes baseband, RF chains, phase
shifters and power amplifies (PAs) [5], [9]. For the subarray
structure, there are NRF RF chains, NTX phases shifters and
NTX PAs, so the circuit power consumption can be written as

Pm
c = PBB+NRFPRF +NTXPPS +NTXPPA. (6)

Accordingly, the total power consumption at MBS is given by

PMBS = Pm
c + ξ

 K∑
k=1

P0,k +

L∑
l=1

Ml∑
k=1

Pl,k

 , (7)

where ξ is a constant which accounts for the inefficiency of
the PA [17]. For the FD SBSs, the total power consumption
is given by

PS BS =

L∑
l=1

MlPs
c + ξ

 L∑
l=1

Ml∑
j=1

Kl∑
k=1

N∑
n=1

cl, j
k,nPl, j

k,n

 , (8)

where Ps
c is the circuit power consumption of SBS.

III. EE Maximization
In this section, we design hybrid analog/digital precoding,

optimizing power and subchannel allocations to maximize EE
of the mmWave HetNets subject to the users’ QoSs and limited
wireless backhaul capacity.

A. Hybrid Analog/Digital Precoding
In this subsection, we investigate the subarray structure

based hybrid precoding, where RF chains are connected with
different subsets of antennas. Also, the RF-chain based code-
book can be searched based on subarray-based beamforming.
We allocate the subarray antennas associated with one RF
chain to one MU, until all RF chains are assigned. To
guarantee fairness among all MUs and overall performance
of system, we first obtain the maximal subarray channel
gain of each MU from its NRF subarray channel gains as
{l, k, ‖hs?

l,k‖} = arg max
s={1,...,NRF}

‖hs
l,k‖, l ∈ {0,L}, k ∈ {K ,Ml}. Next, we

select one RF chain and MU pair that has the minimal subarray
channel gain. Then, we remove the selected RF chain and MU
pair and repeat the above procedure in remaining RF chains
and MUs in each searching cycle.

To proceed, we denote the DL channel vector as
h̃l,k = hl,kF(l ∈ {0,L}, k ∈ {K ,Ml}). For con-
venience, we define the whole DL channel matrix as
H̃ =

[
h̃T

0,1, . . . , h̃
T
0,K , h̃

T
1,1, . . . , h̃

T
1,M1

, . . . , h̃T
L,1, . . . , h̃

T
L,ML

]
.Then,

we use the ZF method to eliminate the interference among
MUs and SBSs as V = H̃H(H̃H̃H)−1. As a result, the precoding
vector of the k-th MU can be expressed as v0,k = Vk

‖FVk‖
, k ∈ K ,
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where Vk denote the k-th column of V. The precoding vector
of the j-th SBS in the l-th SCC vl, j can be expressed as
vl, j = Vx

‖FVx‖
, l ∈ L, j ∈ Ml, where x = K + j when l = 1, and

x= K+
∑L−1

l=1 Ml+ j otherwise.

B. Problem Formulation

In this subection, we aim to maximize the EE of the HetNets
subject to the constraints of the QoSs for all users and the
limited wireless backhaul capacity. By exploiting the hybrid
precoding in Section III-A to eliminate the interference, the
received signal of the k-th MU can be simplified as :

y0,k =
√

P0,kh0,kFv0,k x0,k + n0,k, (9)
and its achievable rate can be expressed as:

RMU
0,k (PMU) = W log2

(
1 +

P0,k |h0,kFv0,k |
2

WN0

)
, (10)

where PMU denotes the power allocation policy of MUs, i.e.,
P0,k. Similarly, the received signal at the j-th SBS in the l-th
SCC can be simplified as:

yl, j =
√

Pl, jhl, jFvl, jxl, j + nl, j, (11)
and its achievable backhaul rate is given by

RBH
l, j (PSBS) = W log2

(
1 +

Pl, j|hl, jFvl, j|
2

WN0

)
, (12)

where PSBS denotes the power allocation policy of SBSs, i.e.,
Pl, j. Since SUs are served by multiple SBSs with different
subchannels on each SCC, the achievable rate at the k-th SU
in the l-th SCC can be expressed as:

RSU
l,k (PSU,C) =

Ml∑
j=1

N∑
n=1

cl, j
k,nB0 log2

1 +
Pl, j

k,n|h
l, j
k,n|

2

B0N0

 , (13)

where B0 = B/N denotes the bandwidth of a subchannel. In
addition, PSU and C denote power and subchannel allocation
policies of SUs, i.e., Pl, j

k,n and cl, j
k,n, respectively. Similarly, the

achievable rate provided by the j-th SBS in the l-th SCC can
be formulated as:

RSBS
l, j (PSU,C) =

Kl∑
k=1

N∑
n=1

cl, j
k,nB0 log2

1 +
Pl, j

k,n|h
l, j
k,n|

2

B0N0

 . (14)

Then, the achievable EE of the system can be written as:

ηEE(PMU,PSBS,PSU,C) =
RM(PMU) + RS(PSU,C)

PC + PM(PMU) + PB(PSBS) + PS(PSU,C)
,

where RM(PMU) =
∑K

k=1 RMU
0,k (PMU), RS(PSU,C) =∑L

l=1
∑Kl

k=1 RSU
l,k (PSU,C), PC = Pm

c +
∑L

l=1 MlPs
c, PM(PMU) =

ξ
∑K

k=1 P0,k, PB(PSBS) = ξ
∑L

l=1
∑Ml

j=1 Pl, j, PS(PSU,C) =

ξ
∑L

l=1
∑Ml

j=1
∑Kl

k=1
∑N

n=1 cl, j
k,nPl, j

k,n. Thus, the EE maximization
problem can be formulated as

max
{PMU ,PSBS ,PSU ,C}

ηEE(PMU,PSBS,PSU,C) (15a)

s.t. RMU
0,k (PMU) ≥ Rmin, k ∈ K , (15b)

RSU
l,k (PSU,C) ≥ Rmin, l ∈ L, k ∈ Kl, (15c)

RBH
l, j (PSBS)≥RSBS

l, j (PSU,C), l∈L, j∈Ml, (15d)
K∑

k=0

P0,k +

L∑
l=1

Ml∑
j=1

Pl, j ≤ Pm
max, (15e)

Kl∑
k=1

N∑
n=1

cl, j
k,nPl, j

k,n ≤ Ps
max, l ∈ L, j ∈ Ml, (15f)

cl, j
k,n = {0, 1}, n ∈ N , l ∈ L, j ∈ Ml, k ∈ Kl, (15g)
Ml∑
j=1

Kl∑
k=1

cl, j
k,n ≤ 1, n ∈ N , l ∈ L, (15h)

where (15b) and (15c) impose the QoS requirements for MUs
and SUs, respectively. (15d) ensures that the received backhaul
rate of the SBS is no less than its achievable rate. (15e) and
(15f) represent the maximum transmit power constraints for
MBS and SBSs, respectively. In the above problem, we assume
the same QoS requirements for all MUs and SUs, i.e., Rmin,
which can be easily extended to the case of different QoS
requirements.

C. Solution to Problem (15)
Problem (15) is a MINLFP but nonconvex, due to the

fractional objective function (15a), binary subchannel indicator
variable cl, j

k,n and non-convex constraint (15d). To circumvent
this issue, we first transform the non-convex MINLFP problem
into a DCP problem, and then further simplify the formulated
DCP problem into a convex optimization problem by first-
order approximation. A two-loop iterative algorithm is pro-
posed to obtain the optimal power allocation of problem (15).

1) Relaxation of Binary Variable: First, we relax the binary
variable cl, j

k,n to be a continuous value in the interval [0, 1]. It
is assumed that one subchannel is only assigned to one SU-
SBS pair, but the relaxation of the binary constraints means
a time-sharing subchannel allocation among SUs and SBSs.
Naturally, the original problem is not actually solved after
relaxation. However, it has been verified when the number
of available subchannels goes to infinity, the solution of
the relaxed problem approaches the solution of the original
problem [18]. We redefine the transmit power for the SU
as P̃l, j

k,n = cl, j
k,nPl, j

k,n, such that (13) and (14) are given by,
respectively.

R̃SU
l,k (P̃SU,C) =

Ml∑
j=1

N∑
n=1

cl, j
k,nB0 log2

1 +
P̃l, j

k,n|h
l, j
k,n|

2

cl, j
k,nB0N0

 , (16a)

R̃SBS
l, j (P̃SU,C) =

Kl∑
k=1

N∑
n=1

cl, j
k,nB0 log2

1 +
P̃l, j

k,n|h
l, j
k,n|

2

cl, j
k,nB0N0

 . (16b)

Theorem 1: R̃SU
l,k (P̃SU,C) is jointly concave w.r.t. P̃SU and

C, while R̃SBS
l, j (P̃SU,C) is jointly concave w.r.t. P̃SU and C.

Proof: Please refer to [19].
Thus, problem (15) is reformulated as

max
{PMU,PSBS,P̃SU,C}

RM(PMU)+R̃S(P̃SU,C)
PC+PM(PMU)+PB(PSBS)+P̃S(P̃SU)

(17a)

s.t. (15b), (15e), (15h), (17b)

R̃SU
l,k (P̃SU,C) ≥ Rmin, l ∈ L, k ∈ Kl, (17c)

RBH
l, j (PSBS)≥ R̃SBS

l, j (P̃SU,C), l∈L, j∈Ml, (17d)
Kl∑

k=1

N∑
n=1

P̃l, j
k,n ≤ Ps

max, l ∈ L, j ∈ Ml, , (17e)

cl, j
k,n = {0, 1}, n ∈ N , l ∈ L, j ∈ Ml, k ∈ Kl, (17f)

where R̃S(P̃SU,C) =
∑L

l=1
∑Kl

k=1 R̃SU
l,k (P̃SU,C), P̃S(P̃SU) =

ξ
∑L

l=1
∑Ml

j=1
∑Kl

k=1
∑N

n=1 P̃l, j
k,n.

2) Transformation to Objective Function (17a): Next, we
define the maximum EE q? of the problem (17) as:

q? =
RM(P?MU)+R̃S(P̃?SU,C

?)

PC+PM(P?MU)+PB(P?SBS)+P̃S(P̃?SU)

= max
{PMU ,PSBS ,P̃SU ,C}

RM(PMU)+R̃S(P̃SU,C)
PC +PM(PMU)+PB(PSBS)+P̃S(P̃SU)

,

(18)

where {P∗MU,P
∗
SBS, P̃

∗
SU,C

∗} is defined as the set of the optimal
solution to problem (17).
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Theorem 2: The maximum EE q? is achieved if and only if
max

{PMU,PSBS,P̃SU,C}
RM(PMU)+R̃S(P̃SU,C)

− q?
(
PC+PM(PMU)+PB(PSBS)+P̃S(P̃SU)

)
= RM(P?MU)+R̃S(P̃?SU,C

?)

− q?
(
PC+PM(P?MU)+PB(P?SBS)+P̃S(P̃?SU)

)
= 0.

(19)

Proof: Refer to [17], [20].
To proceed, we propose a two-loop iterative algorithm to solve
problem (17). Specifically, Dinkelbach method is employed to
tackle the outer loop, and its convergence has been proved in
[20]. While, with each iteration, the inner loop problem can
be reformulated as
max
{Ω}

RM(PMU)+R̃S(P̃SU,C)−q
(
PC +PM(PMU)+PB(PSBS)+P̃S(P̃SU)

)
s.t. (17b), (17c), (17e), (17f),Ω = {PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C}, (20a)

RBH
l, j (PSBS)−R̃SBS

l, j (P̃SU,C) ≥ 0, l∈L, j∈Ml, (20b)
where (17d) is equivalently written as (20b). It is observed that
the objective function in (20) is concave and all constraints
in (20a) are convex. It is observed that (20b) is the DC
constraint. Thus, (20) is a DCP problem, where the CCCP
will be employed to tackle this problem.

3) Reformulation to (20b): In this subsection, we aim
to transform (20b) into convex constraint via the first-
order Taylor approximation. We denote the current point of
R̃SBS

l, j (P̃SU,C) in (20b) as [P̃�SU,C
�](t) at the t-th iteration. Thus,

(20b) can be approximated as
RBH

l, j (PSBS)− ̂̃RSBS
l, j

([
P̃�SU,C

�
](t)
,
[
P̃SU,C

])
=RBH

l, j (PSBS)−R̃SBS
l, j

([
P̃�SU,C

�
](t)

)
−

(P̃SU−P̃
�
SU)∂

∂P̃SU

+
(C−C�)∂

∂C

 R̃SBS
l, j

(
[P̃�SU,C

�](t)
)
≥ 0, l∈L, j∈Ml. (21)

Consequently, (20) is transformed into the following convex
optimization problem at the t-th iteration:

max
{PMU ,PSBS ,P̃SU ,C}

RM(PMU)+R̃S(P̃SU,C)

− q
(
PC+PM(PMU)+PB(PSBS)+P̃S(P̃SU)

)
(22a)

s.t. (17b), (17c), (17e), (17f), (21). (22b)
Since (22) is a convex optimization problem, the duality gap
is zero and solving its dual problem is equivalent to solving
the original problem [21]. To this end, we first write the
Lagrangian dual problem to (22) as

min
λ,µ,ν,β,α,δ≥0

G(λ,µ, ν,β,α, δ) = min
λ,µ,ν,β,α,δ≥0

max
PMU,PSBS,P̃SU,C

La, (23)

where
La(λ,µ, ν,β,α, δ,PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C) = RM(PMU)+R̃S(P̃SU,C)

− q
(
PC+PM(PMU)+PB(PSBS)+P̃S(P̃SU

)
+

K∑
k=1

λk

(
RMU

0,k (PMU)−Rmin

)
+

L∑
l=1

Kl∑
k=1

µl,k

(
R̃SU

l,k (P̃SU,C)−Rmin

)
+

L∑
l=1

Ml∑
j=1

νl, j

(
RBH

l, j (PSBS)

−R̃SBS
l, j

([
P̃�SU,C

�
](t)

)
−

 (P̃SU−P̃
�
SU)∂

∂P̃SU

+
(C−C�)∂

∂C

 R̃SBS
l, j

(
[P̃�SU,C

�](t)
)

+

L∑
l=1

Ml∑
j=1

βl, j

Ps
max−

Kl∑
k=1

N∑
n=1

P̃l, j
k,n

+

L∑
l=1

N∑
n=1

αl,n

1− Ml∑
j=1

Kl∑
k=1

cl, j
k,n


+δ

Pm
max−

K∑
k=0

P0,k−

L∑
l=1

Ml∑
j=1

Pl, j

 , (24)

{λ,µ, ν,β,α} with elements {λk (k ∈ K), µl,k (l ∈ L, k ∈
Kl), νl, j, βl, j (l ∈ L, j ∈ Kl), αl,n (l ∈ L, n ∈ N)} are
the nonnegative dual multiplier vectors associated with the
constraints (15b), (17c), (21), (17e), and (15h), respectively.
Also, δ is the nonegative dual multiplier associated with the

Algorithm 1: CCCP-Based Iterative Algorithm For Solv-
ing Problem (20)

1 Initialize the maximum number of iterations L1
max, the

maximum tolerate ε1, feasible point [P̃�SU,C
�](0), and the

iteration index t = 0.
2 repeat{Inner Loop}

3 Compute ̂̃RSBS
l, j

([
P̃�SU,C

�
](t)
,
[
P̃SU,C

])
.

4 Initialize Lagrange multipliers λ,µ, ν,β,α, δ.
5 repeat{Solve problem (36)}
6 Obtain P?

0,k, P?
l, j with (26), P̃l, j?

k,n and cl, j
k,n

?
with

steepest descent method [21].
7 Update λ,µ, ν,β,α, δ via the subgradient method.
8 until Lagrange multipliers converge;
9 Compute Obj(t) = RM(P?MU)+R̃S(P̃?SU,C

?) −
q
(
PC+PM(P?MU)+PB(P?SBS)+P̃S(P̃?SU)

)
.

10 Update t = t + 1, [P̃�SU,C
�](t) = {P̃l, j?

k,n , c
l, j
k,n

?
}(n ∈ N , l ∈

L, j ∈ Ml, k ∈ Kl).
11 until |Obj(t+1) − Obj(t)| ≤ ε1 or t ≥ L1

max;

constraint (15e). To solve (23) to obtain the optimal power and
subchannel allocations, we first fix the Lagrange multipliers
and q, and then consider the following Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions

∂La
∂P0,k

= 0, and
∂La
∂Pl, j

= 0. (25)

After a few of mathematical manipulations, the optimal power
allocations for MUs and SBSs are given by

P?
0,k =

[
(1+λk)W

(qξ + δ) ln 2
−

1
γ0,k

]+

, P?
l, j =

[
νl, jW

(qξ+δ) ln 2
−

1
γl, j

]+

, (26)

where γ0,k = |h0,kFv0,k |
2/WN0 and γl, j = |hl, jFvl, j|

2/WN0.
Then, the power allocation P̃l, j?

k,n for SUs and the subchannel al-

location cl, j
k,n

?
can be obtained by steepest descent method [21].

To proceed, the subgradient method can be employed to
iteratively update the dual variables at each iteration. Thus,
the CCCP-based iterative algorithm (i.e., inner loop) is used
to find the solution of problem (20), which is summarized in
Algorithm 1. Meanwhile, its convergence is analyzed via the
following theorem:

Theorem 3: Algorithm 1 converges to a stationary and local
optimal point after finite iterations.

Proof: Please refer to Appendix.
Since the binary subchannel allocation indicator cl, j

k,n is relaxed
with the interval between [0, 1] in Algorithm 1, we need to
recover it to a Boolean. We first compute the marginal benefit
for each cl, j

k,n as, Ql, j
k,n = ∂La/∂cl, j

k,n

∣∣∣∣
P̃l, j

k,n=P̃l, j?
k,n ,c

l, j
k,n=P̃l, j?

k,n

. Then, the

indicator cl, j
k,n can be recovered to zero or one by:

cl, j?

k?,n =

1, if {k?, j?} = arg max
k∈Kl, j∈Ml

Ql, j
k,n and Ql, j

k,n ≥ 0,

0, otherwise.
(27)

Finally, we resolve the problem (22) and obtain the power
allocation according to the recovered cl, j

k,n
?

.

IV. Simulation Results
In this section, numerical results are provided to demon-

strate the performance of our proposed schemes. We consider
the two-tier HetNets model shown Fig. 1, where the radius
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of the MC is set to 500 meter and the MBS is located at
the center of the MC which is equipped with 300 transmit
antennas (i.e., NTX = 300). The MUs and SCCs are randomly
distributed within the MC, while Ml SBSs and Kl SUs are
randomly distributed at the l-th SCC within a radius of 150
meter. It is assumed that Ml = Kl = 3, and K = 6. Also, the
minimum number of RF chains is assumed to be L = 3. The
mmWave channel is centered at 73 GHz with a bandwidth
of 200 MHz. The path loss is modelled as 69.7+24 log10(dm)
dB [22], where dm denotes the distance (meter). We assume
that there are G = 8 clusters in the mmWave channel, and
the azimuth AoA is uniformly distributed over [0, 2π] and
σ
g
l,k = 1. In addition, the maximum transmit power of the

MBS is 46 dBm. Following the 3 GPP LTE-A standard [23],
the cellular frequency is 2 GHz with a bandwidth of 20 MHz,
which is divided into N = 128 subchannels. Additionally, the
path loss is given as 38+30 log10(dm) dB [24], whereas the
multiple channels for the cellular frequency are considered
with an exponential delay profile with N/4 taps. The QoS
requirements of MUs and SUs are 10 Mbits/s. The maximum
transmit power of each SBS is set to 23 dBm, and the noise
power spectral density is -174 dBm/Hz. In addition, we set
PBB = 200 mW, PRF = 300 mW, PPA = 40 mW, PPS = 20 mW,
and Ps

c = 100 mW, while inefficiency of the power amplifier ξ
is set as 1/0.38. In our simulations, we compare our proposed
subarray structure based hybrid precoding scheme with the full
connected structure based hybrid precoding scheme in [8] and
the digital precoding.
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Fig. 3: EE versus number of RF chains.

First, we evaluate the the EE performance versus number
of RF chains. In Fig. 3, “Throughput” denotes that the system
EE performance is plotted with maximizing the throughput
(i.e., q=0), whereas “EE” denotes the system EE is evaluated
by solving the EE maximization problem. From this result,
one can observe that the EE of the subarray structure based
hybrid precoding increases with the number of RF chains,
whereas the full connected based hybrid precoding scheme
decreases as the number of RF chains increases. Also, the
digital precoding scheme is not affected by the number of RF
chains, as expected. In addition, the subarray structure based
hybrid precoding scheme outperforms the digital precoding
and full connected based hybrid precoding schemes in terms
of EE and throughput performances, especially with a large
number of RF chains. This is owing to a fact that a larger

number of RF chains leads to more energy consumption. Figs.
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Fig. 4: EE versus number of MBS antenas.

4 shows that the EE performance versus the number of MBS
antennas in the case that the number of RF chains is equal
to 30. From this result, it is observed that the throughput and
EE performances increase with the number of MBS antenna
NTX. This implies that more energy may be consumed with
a larger number of antennas at the MBS. In addition, the
subarray structure based hybrid scheme outperforms the digital
precoding and full connected structure based schemes in terms
of throughput and EE performances.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we first designed hybrid precoding for MUs
and SBSs at mmWave MBS with different structures. Then, the
joint power and subchannel allocation problem was formulated
to maximize the EE of the two-tier HetNets with limited
wireless backhaul link. Due to non-convexity of the formulated
MINLFP problem, we reformulated it into a DCP. In addition,
a two-loop iterative algorithm was designed to obtain the
power and subchannel allocation. Simulation results confirmed
that the subarray hybrid precoding structure achieves the
higher EE performance than the digital precoding and the fully
connected based hybrid precoding schemes.

Appendix A
The Proof of Theorem 3

First, we analyze the convergence of Algorithm 1. For given
initial feasible points [P̃�SU,C

�](0), according to Algorithm
1, we can obtain the feasible points {PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C}

(t)

of convex optimization problem (22) at the t-th iteration.
For convenience, we define the concave objective function
in (22) as U(PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C) = RM(PMU) + R̃S(P̃SU,C)−
q(PC + PM(PMU) + PB(PSBS) + P̃S(P̃SU)). Thus, the sequence
{U({PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C}

(t))} monotonically increases as iter-
ation number t grows. Due to the limited transmit power,
sequence {U({PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C}

(t))} is upper bounded and
convergent. Since objective function is strictly concave, the
upper-bounded point of sequence {U({PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C}

(t))}
is unique.

Next, we analyze the stability of Algorithm 1. We as-
sume that {PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C}

‡ is the limit point of sequence
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{PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C}
(t), when the iteration number t goes to

infinity, we have the following definition:
{PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C}

‡ , lim
t→∞
{PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C}

(t). (28)
According to the above definition, we known that the

limit point {PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C}
‡ is the solution of the convex

optimization problem (22). Therefore, (22) can be also written
as follows:

max
{PMU ,PSBS ,P̃SU ,C}

U(PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C) (29a)

s.t. RBH
l, j (PSBS)− ̂̃RSBS

l, j ([P̃SU,C]‡, [P̃SU,C]) ≥ 0, l ∈ L, j ∈ Ml, (29b)

{PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C} ∈ F , (29c)
where F is the feasible set of constraints (17b), (17c), and
(17e)-(17f). Then, we have the following equalities:

RBH
l, j (P‡SBS)−R̃SBS

l, j ([P̃SU,C]‡)

=RBH
l, j (P‡SBS)− ̂̃RSBS

l, j ([P̃SU,C]‡, [P̃SU,C]‡) = 0, l ∈ L, j ∈ Ml,
(30)

where (30) means that (29b) are active for limit point
{PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C}

‡. Next, we prove (30) by contradiction.
We assume RBH

l, j (P‡SBS) > ̂̃RSBS
l, j ([P̃SU,C]‡, [P̃SU,C]‡), it means

that the MBS can reduce the transmit power for the j-th SBS in
the l-th SCC while the DL sum rate RM(PMU)+R̃S(P̃SU,C) does
not change. In this case, the MBS can transmit the remaining
power for other MUs or SBSs, which improves the DL sum
rate. Since the term q(PC + PM(PMU) + PB(PSBS) + P̃S(P̃SU))
does not change and the term RM(PMU)+R̃S(P̃SU,C) increases,
U(PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C) will increase. Consequently, limit point
{PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C}

‡ does not achieve the optimal solution
of problem (29), which is contradictory with the original
assumption. Therefore, we can obtain (30) at the limit point
{PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C}

‡.
According to the above analysis, no matter how to choose

the initial point [P̃�SU,C
�](0), only if it is feasible, the final

convergence point, i.e,. limit point {PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C}
‡, can

be obtained by solving problem (29). In other words, the limit
point is a stationary point of problem (20).

Finally, we prove that the stationary point is local optimal.
It is well know that a stationary point may be a saddle point,
a local minimum or a local maximum. Therefore, we need
to prove that all stationary points are local maximum for the
DCP (20). Next, we prove it by contraction, namely we assume
that the limit point P‡ (P‡ = {PMU,PSBS, P̃SU,C}

‡) is a local
minimum, and there will exist a constant ς > 0 that satisfies
‖P‡ − P‖ ≤ ς and U(P) ≥ U(P‡). Next, we define: ϑ , ς

‖P‖
>

0, and P‡
∗

, (1−ϑ)P‡. Then, P‡
∗

is also a feasible point of the
DCP (20), and ‖P‡ − P‡

∗

‖ ≤ ς. Following this, we have
U(P‡

∗

) ≥ U(P‡). (31)
On the other hand, from the objective function in (20),

we have U(P‡
∗

) ≤ U(P‡), which contradicts with (31).
Consequently, our original assumption is invalided, and the
limit point P‡ is not a local minimum. Therefore, all station
points should be local maximum for the DCP (20), and the
limit point P‡ is local optimal.
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